In Taxology…
you must make
a proper return
to an IRS ways
of life, beliefs &
practices!!!

An IRS pilgrimage begins when a taxprayer believes in, practices or makes a [proper return to the IRS
and their ways of life, beliefs and practices] [proper return] establishing an IRS “Path of Life”. A physical
and spiritual journey knowing they don’t want you to find your own answers they want you to believe in
THEIRS. [Taxology] is a religion of reality where certain factors govern its existence, and is therefore
something one does… not merely something one believes in. The IRS is the… Internal Religious Service.
A pilgrimage is a journey or search of ethical or spiritual significance. Typically, it is a journey to a
shrine or other location of importance to a person's beliefs and faith, although sometimes it can be a
metaphorical journey into someone's own beliefs and practices. A religious pilgrimage is a search for
answers; knowing the unknowable answers exists. Typically a person who makes such a journey is called
a pilgrim. In Taxology a person called “Dear Taxpayer” has achieved a pilgrim’s path as a “non-filer” or
as a nonconformist. Many religions today still espouse pilgrimage as a spiritual activity. In Taxology, the
spiritual activities and attitudes have a sweeping history. The distinction between religious, cultural or
political pilgrimage is not necessarily always clear or rigid. In the spiritual literature of Christianity, the
concept of pilgrim and pilgrimage may refer to the experience of life in the world (or your worldly
matters) or to the inner path of the spiritual aspirant from a state of real unhappiness to a state of
enlightenment or a peace of mind. An IRS’ pilgrimage is a physical or spiritual search and journey
knowing the unknowable answers exist. The IRS and its pilgrimage has many forms and instructions for a
taxprayer [proper return] to a path for worship of argumentative wealth, words & wants of materialism.

